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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient system using a deep learning algorithm that
recognizes daily activities and investigates the worst falling cases to save elders
during daily life. This system is a physical activity recognition system based on the
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) and uses convolutional neural networks
(CNNets) that learn features and classifiers automatically. The test data include the
elderly who live alone. The performance of CNNets is compared against that of
state-of-the-art methods, such as activity windowing, fixed sample windowing, timeweighted windowing, mutual information windowing, dynamic windowing, fixed
time windowing, sequence prediction algorithm, and conditional random fields. The
results indicate that CNNets are competitive with state-of-the-art methods,
exhibiting enhanced IoMT accuracy of 98.37%, which is the highest among the
proposed solutions using the same dataset.
Keywords: Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), IoT, Deep learning, CNNets,
Network sensors, RFID.

تحدين دقة اداء إنترنت األجهزة الطبية للرعاية الرحية في الوقت الفعلي باستخدام خوارزمية

CNNets

 حدن هادي صالح، منتظر خميس،*إسراء عدنان مذخال
 العخاق، محافعة ديالى، جامعة ديالى، كمية العمهم،قدم عمهم الحاسبات
الخالصة
فعاًل باستخجام احج خهارزميات التعمم العسيق التي تتعخف عمى األنذطة اليهمية
 البحثiيشاقر هح
ً نعاما
ً
 هحا الشعام هه نعام لمتعخف عمى.وتتحقق من أسهأ حاًلت الدقهط إلنقاذ كبار الدن أثشاء حياتهم اليهمية
) ويدتخجم خهارزمية الذبكات العربيةIoMT( اًلنذطة البجنية التي تعتسج عمى إنتخنت األجهدة الطبية
 تتزسن بيانات السدتخجمة لكبار الدن.تمقائيا
) التي تتعمم من السيدات والترشيفاتCNNets( التالفيفية
ً
 ضج اداء نعم استخجمت خهارزمياتCNNets  تم مقارنة أداء الشعام باستخجام.الستهقع عيذهم بسفخدهم
time-weighted  وfixed sample windowing,  وactivity windowing(

 مثل، الحجيثة اخخى

fixed time  وdynamic windowing  وmutual information windowing وwindowing
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 تذيخ.)conditional random fields  وthe sequence prediction algorithm وwindowing
محدشة
ّ IoMT  حيث أظهخ دقة، قادرة عمى السشافدة مع أحجث األساليب السدتخجمةCNNets الشتائج إلى أن

 وهحا اعمى ندبة بين الحمهل السقتخحة التي اختبخت عمى نفذ البيانات السدتخجمة بهحه،٪73.89 بشدبة
.الجراسة

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a challenging concept that has many issues. About 18.2 billion
smart devices are connected by the Internet [1]. Therefore, the IoT covers all categories across
the globe. The IoT is the internetworking of intelligent machines in different domains to
transfer data between devices without human assistance [2]. Furthermore, it helps improving
people’s lives, managing people’s health, and providing help in severe cases via smart devices
[3].
Moreover, the IoT is a complex system that enables data exchange depending on the
application. For instance, in small applications, the IoT system considers a unique object that
is connected to the Internet and static data. Data collected from sensors can be used anywhere
and anytime [4]. Unlike broad applications, the IoT involves numerous things connected to
the Internet to provide sophisticated service. This process may or may not involve human
intervention and is controlled through intelligent interfaces for data mining, communication,
and actuation [4].
The IoT has an impact on the medical field. About 40% of IoT devices in the medical domain,
particularly in the healthcare field, were expected to be connected by 2020, reaching a value
of up to 117 billion dollars in the market [5]. Therefore, the Internet of Medical Things
(IoMT) is a part of the IoT, as it connects medical devices to a health system through the
Internet, e.g. through a cloud system [6]. The IoMT has been used for monitoring activities,
such as smart devices for mobile health, remote monitoring of chronic illnesses, and tracking
of medication orders [7, 8].
Information and communication technology (ICT) plays a significant role in the IoMT,
particularly through products by Apple, Google, Amazon, and Cisco. In 2014, Novartis
cooperated with Google to produce sensor technology, including a wearable device to
measure blood glucose levels and the smart lens [9]. Amazon cooperated with Merck and
Luminary Labs to find the perfect way of monitoring diabetes on the basis of voice-enabled
solutions in 2017 [10]. The IoMT plays a significant role in recognizing the daily activities of
people [11], which helps detect early indicators of emergency cases that elderly patients may
encounter, such as heart failure and fall conditions.
Sensors are an essential part of the IoMT. Without sensors, data cannot be collected from the
environment and IoMT applications are impossible to develop. Network sensors are a
collection of antennas working together. Wearable wireless identification and sensing
platform (W2ISP) devices worn by healthy participants are connected to several radiofrequency identification (RFID) sensors. They are distributed in a particular setting, such as a
clinic, to collect data on daily activities. These network sensors have three RFID antennas and
one W2ISP. Therefore, IoMT technology helps people prepare for the worst cases that may
happen to them. Furthermore, doctors can obtain rich information that can help them treat
their patients [12].
1.1 Radio Frequency Identification
RFID is a rapidly growing technique that uses radio waves to collect and transmit
information. Its uses and advantages in health care have been investigated in recent years. The
use of RFID tags in an indoor tracking system for older adults was proposed in 2011 [13].
This system used the information obtained from the environment by tracking the signal
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strength from the RFID sensor. Furthermore, it exhibits good accuracy in the U-Healthcare
system in terms of the real-time recognition of older adults’ location.
RFID is used in some hospitals to detect a patient’s location for emergency cases. For
example, a Belgian hospital implemented a real-time locating system based on the RFID
antenna [14]. RFID is also used in the access control system of healthcare. This system aims
to mitigate safety and security risks in shady areas of the hospital because of external threat or
human error [15]. Without human interference, the RFID can collect information
automatically. Unlike barcode scanning, RFID does not require line-of-sight for readers to
capture information from tags [16].
Typically, a RFID scheme comprises a transponder and a software application for the
transponder [17]. Active or passive transponders can be used. An active transponder has its
own energy source, whereas a static transponder is used as an energy source by the
transponder reader. The transponder reader uses radio frequency signals to obtain data from
the tag, including identification values, information encrypted in the tag, and its location [13].
The data gathered from the reader of the transponder are sent to a database mounted on a
server via a local area network (LAN). Users can obtain information from server-installed
software. The use of RFID has many advantages to patient safety, patient monitoring, patient
care efficiency, and supplier satisfaction in the health industry. Research shows that RFID can
improve safety for patients [18].
1.2
Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP)
WISP is an RFID device that promotes tracking and computation, that is, a microcontroller
driven by radio frequency energy [19]. As a passive RFID, WISP is read and powered by a
standard RFID, recharging the battery from the radio signals emitted to the reader. A WISP is
a normal EPC gen1 or gen2 tag for a RFID reader, but the harvested energy operates a 16-bit
general-purpose microcontroller inside the WISP. The microcontroller can conduct a range of
computing functions, including sampling of detectors and reporting sensor information back
to the RFID viewer. WISPs are constructed with light sensors, temperature sensors, and strain
gauges. WISPs can refer to flash and carry out cryptographic computations [20].
1.3
Wearable Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (W2ISP)
Wearable WISP (W2ISP) devices are designed by [21]. As shown in Figure 1, W2ISP is a
small, easy-to-maintain device that is wearable over clothing [22-24]. Thus, older patients can
wear them for experiments. In 2019, a new wearable sensor system was built to increase
elders’ confidence in sensing technology [23]. The RFID circuit board and tracking unit are
included in the W2ISP, with a versatile antenna (the sensor hereinafter) for the convenience of
patients and a washable RIPSTOP silver-coated nylon to insulate the machine and the person
(see Figure 1). With a supply voltage of 1.8 V and a typical output sensitivity of 300 mV/g,
the three-axis (ADXL330) accelerometer has a minimum full-scale range of ±3 g and a low
energy demand of 180 μA. MSP430F2132 is a low-powered 16-bit flash unit that contains a
10-bit samples-per-second analog-to-digital converter [25]. The W2ISP can provide
information related to a person’s orientation and activities by combining the automatic and
precise identification capabilities of RFID tags [23].
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Figure1-W2ISP [23]
1.4
Deep learning
Deep learning is a category of machine learning (ML) algorithms that use several layers to
draw from raw input characteristics gradually. Deep learning differs from conventional ML in
how raw information is used for learning. Deep learners can learn data representations with
multiple abstraction levels through computer models consisting of several processing levels
based on neural networks. The main distinctions between deep learning and traditional
artificial neural networks are the number of hidden layers, the links, and the ability to
understand significant input abstractions. Deep learning algorithms have achieved excellent
accuracy for many industries that test them in their research. Google, Facebook, Netflix,
Apple, IBM, and Microsoft have used in-depth knowledge to improve their works [26]. These
methodologies have also been used to identify health issues and complex problems; for
example, Alzheimer’s [27], activity recognition [28], and handwriting numeric recognition
[29]. Thus, deep learning algorithms are a technique for learning machines and finding
another feature of data inputs [30].
2. Literature Review
Recently, health issues have become important in the IoT domains. Therefore, researchers
have begun their studies to find the best solution to improve the IoMT field. United Nations
reports show that more than 30% of the population of 64 countries are old adults who live
with chronic diseases [31]. Falling is the worst problem for them, which is why doctors advise
fall prevention measures in hospitals or homes [32]. Moreover, an earlier work [33] showed
that approximately 26 patient deaths, 530 hip fractures, and 1,000 elders have had a type of
fracture due to falling. Falls could have other psychological consequences, such as fear of
falling, depression, lack of confidence, and anxiety. Thus, researchers are continuously
looking for ways to help the elderly, because they are starting to live alone, according to
studies [34-37].
A basic design that combines the 11073 IEEE Service/DIM and CoAP to produce a device for
healthcare was introduced in 2016 [38]. The best comparison of performance between 11073
DIM and HTTP was presented and evaluated with HTTP and CoAP in terms of packet
abundance in a single transaction, syntax, and packet loss rate by using JSON and XML. In
another study [39], the authors state that XML is not better than JSON. By using bodyweight,
a technique to recognize the patient posture that exerts pressure on a specially designed pillow
was proposed [35]. To enhance the IoMT, researchers used many types of sensors to monitor
activities and collect data [39]. Some types of sensors used for the first time in monitoring
include RFID and batteryless sensors, which utilize lightweight RFID, an exclusive
technology [40]. These sensors are acceptable for elders [22]. Researchers have also started to
use a network of sensors to increase the data collection accuracy [35, 41, 42].
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3. Methodology
The collecting data room has two types of sensors, as shown in Figure 2, namely, W2ISP and
the RFID reader. This network of sensors was developed in earlier investigations [22, 43-45].
W2ISP involves ADXL330, which is the triaxial accelerometer antenna. The processor of
W2ISP is MSP430F2132, which is a microprocessor that has a silver fabric that can isolate a
patient [46]. The RFID antenna has a UHF-based RFID reader (IPJ-REV-R420-GX11M) that
runs in the frequency band of 920–926 MHz and a circularly polarized sensor, which is Laird
S9028PCLJ [47]. The RFID sensor is lightweight and small and has a self-charging battery.
Based on the energy in the electromagnetic field, the antenna can recharge [47]. Furthermore,
the RFID antenna (ISO 18000-6C) follows the air interface protocol, which is used to connect
the RFID sensor to the W2ISP [48]. This connection helps collect data from participants. A
single RFID sensor can simultaneously connect with many W2ISP sensors.

Figure 2-Configuration used for trials
The first type is to measure the frontal, vertical, and lateral accelerations along the axes and
the acceleration of motion from a person (Figure 3). The second type is to measure the
strength signal of the W2ISP and then to perform signal activation. According to literature
[22,24,38,43,45], the link distance between RFID and W2ISP is represented as the strength of
the W2ISP signal (RSSI), and recorded the ID (as aID) that obtains a specific read from the
W2ISP. Therefore, the data collected using these network sensors show some features, such
as a , a , a , RSSI, F, ϕ, aID, T, and S (Table 1 and Figure 4). The maximum distance that
these sensors can measure is 4 m [25].
Table 1-Description of the input features for the convolutional 1D layer.
Feature
Description
lateral acceleration
a
frontal acceleration
a
vertical acceleration
a
RSSI
received signal strength indicator
F
frequency
aID
receiving antenna identiﬁcation
S
antenna
T
time
ϕ
phase
The data collected from the ambulatory movement of elderly participants were presented and
used [22, 43-45]. Fourteen healthy old volunteers (4 males and 10 females) with age range of
66–86 years participated in this experiment. Each volunteer wore the W2ISP sensor at a high
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level on his/her chest (Figure 1). The sensor captures the movement signals necessary to
recognize high fall risk activities. The four types of activities selected for this experiment are
ambulation, lying, sitting on a bed, and sitting on a chair. As shown in the Figure 2, the
dataset was collected from the clinical room at the Elizabeth Hospital. This room has three
RFID antennas distributed inside it in different locations; two are at the ceiling level, and the
other is on the wall. These sensors focus on areas that patients often use. These error signals
could be produced by obstructions, which could affect collecting data from the RFID and
W2ISP sensors. These error signals are avoided by placing the antenna in different levels
inside the room [43].

Figure 3-Three triaxial embedded W2ISP with thresholds used for recognizing lying activity.
The proposed system is designed to predict the worst fall cases that are considered of high
health risks to the elderly [49]. This system is based on CNNets' methodology. It was used to
predict these cases by learning about the four chosen types of daily activities.
CNNets have three main layers, namely, the input, hidden, and output layers. They also have
activation layers for modifying the signals produced by the previous layers, such as Softmax,
ReLU, and Tanh. The activation layers use the following equations (1.1) and (1.2):
Softmax (X) = / ∑
for i= 1……k
(1.1)
ReLU (X) = {

(1.2)

X is an input data of previous layers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-The x-axis shows real time while y-axis represents significant features. a) RSSI, b)
F, c) phase ϕ
This system consists of more than one input layer; namely, convolution and pooling layers
(see Figure 5). As shown in Table 1, the first layer takes (a , a , a , RSSI, F, ϕ, aID, T, and S)
features and multiples them by an individual filter’s size (3 × 3) according to the experiment
described elsewhere [28]. As shown in Equation (1.3), the convolution layer has a set of local
filters that can capture the small parts of the input data and a pooling layer that preserves the
critical features of the previous output layer. The fully connected layer, which is the last layer
of the CNNets, combines all the input features inferred from the previous layers for
classification and recognizes the four types of daily activities performed by the participants
during the data collection stage, thus helping detect the dangers of falling in an effort to
reduce the death rate.
∑ ∑
)
(1.3)
Ɐ d = 1, …, D
: Output of the convolution layer.
V: Hyperbolic tangent function.
: Bias for a feature map.
: Indexes over the set of the feature map.
: Value at the position p of kernel.
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Figure 5-CNNets structure

4.
Results and Analysis
The data adopted from other studies are representative of elders who live alone [22, 43-45].
The healthy participants performed four types of high fall risk activities, namely, sitting on a
bed, lying, ambulation, and sitting on a chair, inside a clinic room provided with three RFID
sensors installed at different places (see Section 3).
The experimental results depend on some effective factors, which include the distance
between the sensors inside the clinic room and the sensor held by the participator, body
motion, and the multipath inside the testing room. The collected data were divided into
training (70%) and testing (30%) data according to the numbers of training epochs. The
experiment was performed using Python on a computer with 8 GB RAM, 1867 MHz DDR3
memory, and an EI Capitan ver. 10.11.6 operating system. The programming language used
to implement the proposed system has a specialized library called Keras, which compensates
for the system network’s inefficiencies. The machine used in this experiment could have
imposed limitations; therefore, the proposed solution took more than 15 minutes to
implement. As a result, it achieved higher accuracy than other methodologies, as shown in
(Figure 6). The accuracy was calculated as P = TP/ (TP+TN) and trained on 6794 of 15851
samples from the dataset with 8 features in 300 epochs. Also, the lying down activity
achieved the highest prediction accuracy than other types of activities, as shown in (Figure 7),
since the participators were most the time of the experiment lying on beds.
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Figure 6-Methodology comparison
The results of the newly proposed method are better than those of previous methods. Table 2
summarizes the results of previous works used to solve fall issues. The proposed approach has
an accuracy of about 98.37%, which is the highest compared with other approaches, since it
used IoMT sensors to collect the data and chose four types of essential daily activities.
Furthermore, it selected 8 features (af, av, al, RSSI, F, ϕ, aID, T, and S) that deem of the
critical features to enhance the accuracy rate using CNNets that recognize and detect the
selected activities.
Table 2-Classification accuracy
Method
SVM
CRFs
AW
FSW
TWW
MI1
MI2
DW
FTW
FTW+MI1
TWW+MI1
CRF
CNNets

Accuracy
96.1
93. 4
97.7
91.8
91.7
94.4
93.8
94.6
92.3
91.7
95.0
96.03
98.37

Table 2 shows that the activity windowing (AW) method tests only 17 samples for sitting-inchair. This activity was overlooked and resulted in a false negative (FN) outcome, thereby
affecting all other activities’ metrics. This methodology achieved an accuracy of 97.7%. The
fixed sample windowing (FSW) recorded 91.8% accuracy, which is lower than that of the AM
method, because the collected data depended only on lying and sitting-in-bed movements that
cause mutual errors, such as those observed by the FN result of sitting-in-bed and the false
positives (FPs) in ambulating. These errors were minimized in the second approach [45].
Given the mutual error between lying and sitting in bed, the time weighted windowing
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(TWW) achieved about 91.7% accuracy, which is lower than that achieved by the previous
solutions. The sequence prediction algorithm’s (SVM) accuracy for three labels (sitting on the
bed, lying in bed, and out-bed) is 96.1% [5]. The time for the actual bed egress activity is
considered zero. The authors defined true position (TP) as the out-bed movement, while the
in-bed position was defined as FP. Moreover, the other missed bed-egress movements were
defined as FN. The accuracy for the presented solution was calculated as P = TP/(TP + FP).
Conditional random fields (CRFs) were used to enhance the label prediction of each daily
activity and recognize whether a patient moved from the bed or not. This methodology
achieved about 93.4% accuracy. The CRFs always depended on the sequence of activities
[22]. Then, the authors proposed a new system using the CRF. The system predicted three
types of daily activities: lying in bed, sitting on the bed, and out of bed. The FPs were fewer
than those of the previous methods [22]. The previous methods described a higher number of
TPs. The CRF achieved 95.03%, which is higher than the CRFs with fewer false alarms [43].
The combination cases, TWW+MI1 and TFW+MI1, achieved accuracies of 95.0% and
91.7%, respectively. The accuracy of TWW+MI1 was higher than that of the other
combination case because it has rich extended information. MI1 and MI2 achieved accuracies
of 94.4% and 93.8%, respectively. This contrast in the result could be attributed to the
transition values of the two sensors placed on top of the bed. Most of the recorded data were
in-bed and around-bed [45]. Furthermore, the DW and FTW methods achieved accuracies of
94.6% and 91.8%, respectively. The DW result is higher than the FTW result because it has
extra features.

RoomSet2
RoomSet2
94

4

5

1

0
4.5

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

Figure 7-Accuracy rate for four types of daily activities
Some benefits were derived from the proposed approach. The IoMT medical sensors are
designed to be flexible. They are made from foam and conductive fabric, which allows the
elders to move freely. The elders can also remove the W2ISP sensor from their clothes
directly. Some IoMT medical sensors are batteryless sensors and use lightweight RFID [40].
Thus, elderly people find these antennas acceptable. Moreover, the performance of this
system affects the length of the subsequent comparison with traditional CNNets. Thus, the
sliding window size needs to be adjusted for the prediction stage.
5.

Conclusions
The IoMT remodels health services and helps manage people’s health requirements. Many
medical devices are being used to monitor people’s health parameters, such as blood pressure
and calories burned. The best domain of the IoMT is the remote health monitoring or
recognition system, which is used to obtain data from anywhere. By using such services,
doctors can quickly determine the worst cases that may happen to people. Monitoring the
elderly has become essential in reducing the death rate. In this work, data were collected by
designing a clinic room with a network of antennae for older adults at the Elizabeth Hospital.
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With the use of the air interface protocol, W2ISP was connected to three RFIDs distributed
inside the clinical room. The data collection focused on four activities, namely, sitting on a
bed, lying down, ambulating, and sitting on a chair, because of the limited movements of the
elderly. CNNets were proposed to recognize and predict falls and to improve the accuracy of
IoMT. Our proposed system achieves 98.37% accuracy. This accuracy is higher than that of
the other systems.
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